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About This Game

Once there was a wicked witch. And then one day she decided to get married, and not to someone, but to a handsome prince.
The only problem - all the princes were engaged. All of them were picked up by beautiful princesses. Back then a cunning plan

germinated in her dark soul - to destroy a family happiness of all beauties, and to turn the princes into frogs unless and until
some of them come to senses and want to become betrothed of the evil witch.

She lulled to eternal sleep one of the princesses along with her servants. That’s how the legend about Sleeping Beauty appeared.
The young Snow White was poisoned by enchanted apple, and beauty’s body rests in the deep caves in the custody of seven

gnomes.
Witch cut beautiful long hair of Princess Rapunzel and imprisoned her in an inaccessible cave among waterfalls. And a lovely

Miss World was imprisoned in Witch’s basement. Just in order to teach others not to do so.
You will have to set free the frog-princes from Witch’s captivity, to help them to get on to the beautiful brides to remove the

witchcraft by kiss of love.
But will you be able to discover all the secrets of Witch and restore the happy endings in fairy tales?
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Easy to play, easy to get a hang of.

Explaination:
In this game, you are a plane shooting and dodging planes, bugs, and other wierd things. Random power-up items drop and they
do different things. For example, one can make you shoot three bullets at a time instead of 1, or another power up can speed you
up.

The bosses are pretty easy to defeat, since you dont really need to "kill it", you just shoot it a few times and it will fly away (at
least what I've seen so far).

The controls are easy, you just move your mouse to move your plane and mouse1 to shoot.

Comments:
I like this game because its pretty relaxing (unless you rage a lot for small things ex. Dying).
There are a few bugs here and there, but nothing I couldn't handle. An example of a bug is after I die, I can still move the plane
around (though I can't see it) and shoot (I could hear the shooting sound).
Since I got this game for sale due to getting a coupon from crafting a badge, it was much worth the price that I pair for, which I
think is about 30 cents or something.
I would recommend this game to anyone who enjoys relaxing / easy games.
The music is also quite nice as well.

I used a macro that clicks infinitely so that I dont have to hold or click to shoot. This just allows me to worry about moving my
mouse and not having to worry about clicking. (For anyone that wants an easier way to play an already easy game)

. Bad keybinds for computer. Hey guys who bought this. Do you guys know how to get the bus in game? I have the decals and
everything but I can't seem to find out how to get the bus.
Thanks
. IS THE WORST!. Faulty lighting, very poor optimization (bad performance, and I have a fairly new and good PC), tons of
bugs, I'm not even gonna talk about the sound design, lack of any kind of tutorial, also it seems that more than half of the game
is missing...
Typical stuff for an early access game, but there's absolutely nothing special about this one besides the character editor.
Sadly, I trusted the other reviews and gave it a shot and was disappointed.
I cannot recommend this game at all

Go with Starmade, it's better in every aspect.. Bad game. Barely anything happens. Also promotes refugees. No good.. This
game totally reminds me of the arcade lightgun games like Time Crisis and The House Of The Dead. The graphics are a lot
more modern than either of those games though. It looks pretty nice, and moves fast. With the different vehicles and the
different weapons, and the equipment upgrades there are a lot off different ways to play. When you're shooting outdoors on
foot, use the assault rifle. Indoors, use the shotgun. Either that, or upgrade your armor (Life on the life bar), and take more hits
before you need to restart the level. Fun game for sure. Oh, after playing it, I felt like I was more accurate in other FPS games.
It feels like good practice to me.. A stylish shoot 'em up' it claims. I reckon we made and played better games on the C64 in the
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1980's. Anyway, I'm now idling it whilst I go to the gym to collect the cards. I may as well get something back from the
steaming pile of Samoliotik..... I made a profit from selling trading cards I got from this game.
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a stylish twin stick shoot, like it but if you like shooting, geometric shapes, Zenzizenic has you covered :-)

https://youtu.be/RDqUqpK-Yig

. TL;DR Reasonable DLC with some nice aircraft for the Entente side. Great for those interested in campaign
progression or quirky aircraft. Not a strong choice for multi-player though.

Full Review

This DLC comes with 3 separate aircraft, 2 of which come with 2 variants each, thus making 5 models in total. All of
them are for the Entente side (there are no Central-Powers aircraft in this DLC). The pack includes all the "field
modifications" for the aircraft, as well as a selection of bomb\/recon loadouts.

Hanriot HD.1 is a French designed fighter; the default markings in the game are Belgian. The aircraft is easy to
overspeed and is a little fragile. Its main drawback is visibility (both front and back are obscured making tracking
targets difficult) and the armament is somewhat weak. It is a challenging aircraft to use.

Hanriot HD.2 is scout-seaplane conversion (just the HD.1 with floats). It is tricky to handle on water and easily will
nose-over. For a take-off you need to get "onto the step", centre-stick to pick-up speed, then ease back very gently at
150 km\/h. To land, get your RPM to about 950 or so and ease it in gently. Once on the water, cut the throttle and use
the "blip switch" to lose speed. Use rudder or pull back once you are slow to get it to "plough".

Sopwith Strutter 1\u00bd is an absolute delight to fly. It has great visibility and is easy to handle. The Strutter 1\u00bd
carries a reasonable bomb load and is effective in this role. It also has a rear gunner, allowing it to defend itself. It is
slower than the Bristol F2B, but is an otherwise good aircraft for this type of work. This is a classic aircraft, used in
great numbers during the war.

Sopwith Strutter B (Type 9700) is just like the Strutter 1\u00bd, but it has had the rear gunner position removed. This
makes it a fairly large single seater, but the lightened load makes it fast and still able to carry out a variety of missions.
Both the Strutter 1\u00bd and Strutter B are nice planes to learn on and fit well into many of the campaigns.

F.E.2b is the last of the pack, and it is quite a quirky bomber aircraft. For starters it is a pusher aircraft, meaning the
propeller is at the back. It has a pilot and gunner, although the gunner is at the front. In principle the gunner can stand
up and fire back over the wings, but this has a very limited field of fire. The aircraft is very slow and this makes it
rather vulnerable. Still it is fun to fly.

With the exception of specific multi-player missions, the aircraft in this DLC are not going to dominate the multiplayer
scene. If you are new to Rise of Flight there are probably better choices for a DLC to start with. However the aircraft
in this pack do fit into the single-player missions and are all interesting to fly with a mix of different roles. I fly the
HD.2 and Strutter 1\u00bd regularly. The others less so. Steam reviews don't give a "maybe" option, otherwise that's
what I would rate it. However, for the Sopwith Strutter and given the DLC has a seaplane, I'll give it the thumbs-up.. I
own Shower with Your Dad Simulator 2015 and I'm ashamed I bought this garbage.

15 minutes to complete the entire thing, and that's only because I didn't know what the heck a cornice was. Turns out the dev didn't
either, or just used a really awful translation website.. I really enjoyed this game so far because I love the strategic component to it
and the story is so far pretty well drawn (and I love the character design). Looking forward to more from this developer - I played
the free webgame years ago, and just found this.

Like others are saying, it's easily solved within ~2 hrs, but it's worth it, especially if it's on sale.. Game is too short for the Price. I
would suggest their other mahjong game Delicious! Pretty Girls Mahjong Solitaire. It’s longer and it’s cheaper (also there’s a nudity
mod. Boobs aren’t my thing but if we’re going to do a “strip Mahjong” I want some boob action cause I’m an adult, dammit). The
game play is good, but not hard or long enough. I’m merely suggesting not to get the game because of the price point.. This game is
really awesome.
Early access and still playable and very good.
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Just started, but watched videos of it. I would recommand it to building/survival game lovers.

.Renamed
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